
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Then he dug his spurs in and set off at a gallop over the wide plain where
the show _________________.
1.

(hold)

The girl ____________________ to a merciless bar of judgment.2. (drag)

They found that an attempt _________________ to get the ship off, and of
course all hands were engaged in the work.
3.

(make)

Others ____________________ in with metallic skins.4. (plate)

Its roots were torn from the ground, just at the moment when in its dream it
_____________________ from the earth.
5.

(loosen)

The latter was so anxious to make good, so good-natured in his
interpretation of suggestions, that it did not occur to him, for a long time, that
he ___________________.

6.

(play)

The next thing that I knew I _____________________ with icy water.7.
(drench)

She lay back on his arm as he kissed her and for the moment she forgot
the past and the future and was happy, although she felt dimly that life
____________________ out of her.

8.

(drain)

The bombardment of Paris ____________________!9. (renew)

He could see, too, she ____________________, and divined talk about
her by many moving lips.
10.

(notice)

The dirt ____________________ up, wherever you looked, literally, by
shower of balls, and shell fragments.
11.

(knock)

It seemed so like a dream that I could scarcely realize that I
_____________________ to a guard-house.
12.

(escort)

During the time my house __________________ I made friends with
every boy and girl in the village; they took an especial delight in taking me
about shooting and fishing.

13.

(build)
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The shutters ____________________ aside to give passage to a man,
while Ellen cried for help.
14.

(push)

About this time, quite a different scene ____________________ at the
hotel.
15.

(enact)

The starting-bell for the second race had rung; there was hardly anyone
there, but in a far corner the Ambler ________________ up and down by a
boy.

16.

(lead)

One day, while she __________________, a visitor was announced.17.
(lace)

For there was no hiding the fact that the city
________________________ to the weed.
18.

(surrender)

Her little plans ________________________ and by circumstances which
she had previously scorned to notice.
19.

(threaten)

The street was full of soldiers and officers, whose attention
______________________ toward us by my taking her arm and attempting
to force her to accompany me under the flag.

20.

(attract)
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